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1. **Big Ideas to Live Your Best Life**
   Discover Your Destiny

   Author: Robin Sharma
   Call No.: 158.1 / SHA
   ISBN: 9780060833015
   Publisher: Harper One Publisher
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   Author: Hans-Dieter Evers & Rüdiger Korff
   Call No.: 307.7609598 / EVE
   ISBN: 9789812301017
   Publisher: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies
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3. **The Subprime Solution**
   How Today’s Global Financial Crisis Happened, And What To Do About It

   Author: Robert J. Shiller
   Call No.: 332.722 / shi
   ISBN: 9780691139296
   Publisher: Princeton

4. **Industrial Restructuring in East Asia**
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   Editor: Seiichi Masuyama, Donna Vandenbrink & Chia Siow Yue
   Call No.: 338.095 / IND
   ISBN: 9812301356
   Publisher: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies
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   ISBN: -  
   Publisher: The Malaysia Water Association
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6. **Names & Cross’: Effective Legal Research**

   3rd Edition  
   Author: Bruce Bott, Jill Cowley & Lynette Falconer  
   Call No.: 340.072 / BOT  
   ISBN: 9780409321647  
   Publisher: Lexis Nexis Butterworths
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   3rd Edition  
   Author: Alan Storen & Ray Martine  
   Call No.: 530 / STO  
   ISBN: 9780170108522  
   Publisher: Thomson Learning
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**LIFE SCIENCES: BIOLOGY**

8. **Molecular Biology of THE CELL**

   5th Edition  
   Author: Bruce Alberts et. Al.  
   Call No.: 571.6 / MOL  
   ISBN: 9780815341062  
   Publisher: Taylor & Francis Group
9.

**Tropical Residual Soils Engineering**

Call No.: 624.15136 / TRO  
ISBN: 9789058096609  
Publisher: Taylor & Francis Group

10.

**Unsaturated Soils for Asia**

Editors: H. Rahardjo, D.G. Toll & E. C. Leong  
Call No.: 624.15136 / UNS  
ISBN: 9789058091390  
Publisher: Taylor & Francis Group

11.

**Australian Runoff Quality**  
A Guide to Water Sensitive Urban Design

Editor: Wong, T H F  
Call No.: 628.210994 / AUS  
ISBN: 0858258528  
Publisher: Engineers Media
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**Malaysian Palm Oil**  
A Success Story
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Call No.: 633.85109595 / MAL  
ISBN: -  
Publisher: Malaysian Palm Oil Promotion Council
13. **International Business**

   **Author:** Justin Paul
   **Call No.:** 658.049 / PAU
   **ISBN:** 9788120331471
   **Publisher:** www.phindia.com
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14. **Steel Details**

   **Author:** British Steel Constructional Steelwork Association
   **Call No.:** 691.7 / STE
   **ISBN:** -
   **Publisher:** The British Constructional Steelwork Association
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15. **Bioclimatic Housing**

   **Innovative Designs for Warm Climates**

   **Editor:** Richard Hyde
   **Call No.:** 720.47 / BIO
   **ISBN:** 9781844072842
   **Publisher:** Earthscan